representation is a means of organizing highly heterogeneous data using a relatively simple physical database schema. EAV representation is widely used in the medical domain, most notably in the storage of data related to clinical patient records. Its potential strengths suggest its use in other biomedical areas, in particular research databases whose schemas are complex as well as constantly changing to reflect evolving knowledge in rapidly advancing scientific domains. When deployed for such purposes, the basic EAV representation needs to be augmented significantly to handle the modeling of complex objects (classes) as well as to manage interobject relationships. The authors refer to their modification of the basic EAV paradigm as EAV/CR (EAV with classes and relationships). They describe EAV/CR representation with examples from two biomedical databases that use it.
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Background
Overview of the EAV Representation of Data
Conventional design is defined, for the purposes of this paper, as one in which each parameter of interest is represented in a separate column in a table. This is the familiar design that most users of spreadsheets or flat-file databases instinctively use to store their data. The number of tables needs to grow as new kinds of data need to be managed.
An EAV design, in contrast, conceptually involves a table with three columns-a column for entity/object identification (ID), one for attribute/parameter (or an attribute ID pointing to an attribute descriptions table), and one for the value for the attribute. The table has one row for each A-V pair. In an EPRS, the entity is typically a patient event (a patient ID plus several time stamps recording when the event occurred, began, ended, or was recorded). In a Web cookie, the entity is the cookie itself (so the entity column can be omitted). Theoretically, most of the facts that are recorded in a database can be stored in a single EAV table.
EAV representation is primarily a means of simplifying the physical schema of a database, to be used when simplification would be beneficial. However, regardless of the database's physical storage, its users naturally regard the data as conventionally structuredthat is, segregated into tables and columns. Furthermore, external programs used for graphical presentation or data analysis always expect to receive data as one column per attribute. The logical schema of a database reflects the users' perception of the data.
Because it implicitly captures a significant part of the semantics of the domain being modeled, the logical schema is domain-specific. In an EPRS, for example, one aspect of the logical schema is the grouping of individual parameters into a form, such as a battery of laboratory tests. In an EAV database, the logical schema differs greatly from the physical schema. (In a conventional database, the two are very similar.) The user interface of a good EAV system conforms to the logical schema as closely as possible, creating the illusions of conventional data organization.
An EAV system must record the logical schema through metadata-''dictionary'' tables whose contents describe the rest of the system. Well-designed metadata are critical to the proper functioning of an EAV system. If sufficiently rich, metadata can also be used actively (i.e., during actual system operation), instead of only describing the system passively. For example, we use EAV/CR metadata to generate SQL for data manipulation as well as Web forms for the user interface. (A significant proportion of EAV/CR metadata is Web-related, because we are committed to this mode of delivery.)
Advantages of EAV Design
The advantages of EAV design are:
Ⅲ Flexibility. There are no arbitrary limits on the number of attributes per entity. The number of parameters can grow as the database evolves, without schema redesign. This is important in the EPRS, where thousands of parameters can apply to a patient across all clinical specialties. With a conventional design, the information would have to be partitioned across an ever-growing list of tables, because of vendor-specified limits to the number of columns per table.
Ⅲ Space-efficient storage for highly sparse data. In an EPRS, while thousands of parameters are applicable, only a few dozen parameters are actually recorded for a typical patient. In an EAV design, space does not need to be reserved for attributes whose values are null.
Ⅲ A simple physical data format with partially self-describing data. This is important for cookies and registries. For example, Windows developers are encouraged to use the registry instead of proprietary formats to store program settings. While the A-V pairs are program-specific, a standard methodology for accessing them makes them accessible to third-party utilities.
Ⅲ ''Object-at-a-time'' queries against a highly complex logical schema that are significantly easier to implement with EAV than with conventional structure. This is well known in cross-specialty clinical databases that are oriented toward retrieval of individual patients' data. The query ''Tell me everything you know about patient X, in reverse chronological order'' can be answered by a join of the EAV table with a table  of attribute descriptions, filtering the former on the specified patient ID and sorting by time stamp. With a complex conventional schema holding dozens or even hundreds of specialty-specific data tables, on the other hand, each such table would have to be searched, since a patient may have different kinds of diseases over time. Also, as medicine progresses, new tables would be needed to handle protocols to manage new or existing disease conditions (and queries would need manual re-coding).
EAV design is potentially attractive for databases with complex and constantly changing schemas that reflect group.bmj.com on February 23, 2013 -Published by jamia.bmj.com Downloaded from rapidly evolving knowledge in scientific domains. Here, when a conventional design is used, the tables (and the code that manipulates them, plus the user interface) need continuous redesign with each schema revision. EAV design, by simplifying the schema, may provide relative insulation against such consequences of change. Along with simplification comes the potential for domain independence. With proper design, none of the tables in the system (and only a modest proportion of the code) are domain-specific. This architecture should therefore be portable across scientific domains.
Drawbacks of EAV Design
Most production ''EAV'' databases also use conventional tables when it makes sense to do so. That is, their schema is heterogeneous. It is therefore important to know how to choose between a conventional and an EAV representation for a given class of data. A rational decision requires an understanding of the drawbacks of EAV design:
Ⅲ As discussed later, considerable up-front programming is needed to do many tasks that a conventional architecture would do automatically. On the other hand, such programming needs to be done only once, and availability of generic EAV tools could remove this limitation.
Ⅲ EAV design is less efficient than a conventional structure for bulk retrieval of numerous objects at a time. (For object-at-a-time retrieval, as through a Web browser, the volume of data is small enough that the difference is not noticeable.)
Ⅲ The process of performing complex attribute-centric queries, which are based on values of attributes, and returning a set of objects is both significantly less efficient as well as technically more difficult. An example of an attribute-centric query in the EPRS context would be ''Show me female patients less than 50 years old, with persistently elevated direct bilirubin levels over the last year, whose alanine and aspartate transaminase levels have been consistently normal.'' Ⅲ For schemas that are relatively static or simple (e.g., databases for business applications, such as inventory or accounting), the overhead of EAV design exceeds its advantages.
A Brief Overview of EAV/CR
The terminology of EAV/CR representation borrows heavily from the concepts of object-oriented programming (OOP), because EAV/CR design overlays an object-oriented framework on an EAV physical structure.
Ⅲ A class in EAV/CR design is similar to one in OOP -namely, a complex data structure comprising various fields, some of which may be complex data structures themselves. An EAV/CR class differs from an OOP class in that OOP also enforces the concept of permissible operations on a class. EAV/ CR design does not currently do so, partly because it deals with classes of domain-specific data rather than, as OOP does, classes that encapsulate reusable program code or algorithms.
Ⅲ As in OOP, the term object refers to an instance of a class; thus, the object ''dopamine'' is an instance of the class ''neurotransmitter.'' In summary, database models with complex objects and relationships (represented through conventional database schemas) are widely used. Therefore, extending the EAV model to incorporate these features (as EAV/CR does) is necessary. This extension is especially important for scientific data, but it is also applicable to the EPRS (although some EPRSs, as well as ACT/DB, are focused mainly on patient events as the primary class of object).
The Challenge of Managing Highly Heterogeneous Data
As a system manages an increasing variety of data, the number of classes increases. The complexity of the system grows in two directions.
Ⅲ Very often, subclasses must be derived from a parent class, because of the need to store additional information with the former. For example, ''enzyme'' is a subclass of ''protein.'' While an enzyme has an amino acid sequence and three-dimensional structure like its parent, it also requires the recording of special data such as substrates, products, cofactors, and inhibitors.
Ⅲ When a new class is introduced into an existing schema, possible associations with each existing class must be considered (although not all such associations may make sense). In a conventionally structured schema, each class is represented as a table, while many-to-one or many-to-many associations between classes are managed through ''bridge'' tables, with foreign keys referencing one or more of the class tables. Here, the number of bridge tables can become unmanageable because, with M classes, even if we consider binary relationships alone (i.e., those involving only two classes), the potential number of bridge tables is:
where the term ''ϩ M'' accounts for recursive relationships in which both objects belong to the same class, as in a parent-child hierarchy.
To further complicate the scenario, relationships are not always binary: some relationships involve more than two classes. In pharmacogenetics, for example, one must consider the idiosyncratic effect of a drug, which produces a particular adverse reaction, in patients with a particular genotype (genetic composition).
To summarize, with highly heterogeneous data, we expect to eventually have numerous classes, numerous relationships between them, and a complex class hierarchy. An EAV schema, by definition, allows us to add subclasses without additional tables. Furthermore, as we shall see, an EAV/CR schema represents any number of associations of arbitrary complexity through the same physical structure.
Design Objectives
The EAV/CR framework is intended to fulfill several roles:
Ⅲ It should fully support basic functions such as browsing and data editing (with some degree of data validation). In particular, it should support on-the-fly generation of Web-based user interfaces based on the metadata contents. It should make full use of the Web interface metaphor-in particular, the generation of hyperlinks where appropriate.
Ⅲ It should be immune to changes in the logical schema. Only the metadata should change as scientific advances augment the domain knowledge. While the code that accesses the EAV/CR schema is harder to create, it should be generic and require little or no modification as the logical schema evolves.
Ⅲ It should embody domain independence.
System Description
The EAV/CR framework consists of three components-metadata tables, data tables, and a library of code that manages the user interface and data manipulation tasks. The operation of the code library is controlled by the metadata contents. This paper focuses primarily on the tables. (While the code is not trivial, its operation can in most cases be inferred from knowledge of the table structure.) Where appropriate, we describe how an EAV/CR schema deals with the specific challenges posed by heterogeneous scientific data.
The Data Tables
The data tables within the EAV/CR schema are illustrated in Figure 1 . 10 It has been subsequently adopted in numerous production systems, such as version 5 and subsequent versions of the Human Genome Database (HGD). 11, 12 Our group has used an OD in DNA Workbench, which manages physical mapping data within a chromosomal region. 13 The OD approach allows the use of a supporting synonyms/keyword table to provide enhanced search capability. Synonyms are very common in science (e.g., the terms 5-HT, serotonin, and 5-hydroxy-tryptamine F i g u r e 1 The EAV/CR subschema for data tables. The Objects table stores common information on all objects across all classes of data in the system. It has a supporting table, Keywords, to assist in the search for individual objects. Class-specific data are stored in the tables with an EAV prefix and are segregated by data type. In particular, the EAVObjects table records objects that are components of other objects.
refer to the same neurotransmitter molecule), and any one of several synonyms should be able to locate an object. Furthermore, many objects have unique names even across classes (e.g., ''muscarinic'' can only refer to a receptor type, and amacrine refers only to a kind of retinal cell). When keywords for all objects across all classes are stored in one place, search tools can locate such objects directly. It is necessary to display all matches, and let the user choose one, only if the same keyword applies to different objects (possibly belonging to different classes).
Virtual Classes
The object dictionary approach would seem to imply that every class must have instances (objects) and that every object in the database must be recorded in the Objects table and given a unique object ID. However, this is not always necessary. In OOP terminology, a class without any actual instances is called virtual. We illustrate virtual classes with an example below.
Bibliographic citations are ubiquitous in a scientific database, being tagged to the descriptions of numerous other classes of objects. Because many bibliographic databases, such as MEDLINE, are accessible through the Web, one need not record all the detailed information (title, journal, author list, etc.) on most citations. Only a single value (e.g., MEDLINE UID) is necessary to provide a hyperlink to the desired citation, e.g., through the National Center for Biotechnology Information's PubMed.
From the EAV/CR viewpoint, a MEDLINE citation is a class that is a member of several other classes and has a single attribute (MEDLINE UID). ''MEDLINE citation'' should be a distinct class, because the attribute information records a URL (unique resource locator) template (as discussed later) that lets us compose the correct hyperlink. If the template needed to be changed, it would have to be changed in only a single place. However, it is not worth creating an object in the database for every MEDLINE citation in the system, because the object ID does not do much more for us than the MEDLINE UID itself. Instead, the MEDLINE UID can be stored directly with the object that it describes. Therefore, we implement ''MEDLINE citation'' as a virtual class-it has values that are not objects.
Storage of Class-specific Data EAV/CR representation allows EAV data to coexist with conventional data. In SENSELAB, the only conventional class is a table of references, which is used only to store references without an external bibliographic (e.g., MEDLINE) ID, because the references are very re-cent or represent personal communications. Most of the records in this table are transient. In the prototype pharmacogenetics database, the genetics-related tables-pedigrees, populations, typing data on individuals, allele information-are stored conventionally, in part because these are components that can be used across databases, and in part because a large body of code depends on them. (For example, we have reused code from other databases previously created by our group, such as PhenoDB, 33 that performs computations such as Hardy-Weinberg frequencies and tests of significance.) For a heterogeneous (i.e., EAV and conventional) system, it is critical that the metadata record how a class is actually stored, so that the appropriate user interface or data manipulation code can be generated. Generation of such code understandably becomes more complex with mixed data, but in the real world this is unavoidable. (In our system, the code generation for conventional data is partly derived from the earlier SQLGEN library, built by Nadkarni and Cheung.
14 ) In this paper, we describe only the EAV tables, which have a generic structure.
The Structure of the Objects and Keywords Tables
The Objects table records the following data for each object.
Ⅲ Object ID (a machine-generated unique ID), (preferred) object name, object description, date/time of creation, and date/time of last change.
Ⅲ Class ID, the class to which it belongs. This references a Classes metadata table, described later.
Ⅲ In databases used in large-scale scientific collaborations, such as HGD, the creator/owner of the object would also be recorded. Ⅲ Strong data typing greatly simplifies code generation for form-based (i.e., browser-side) data validation. Browser-side validation, where possible, provides instant feedback. When all errors are detected only at the database server, in contrast, error messages are returned after some delay, the duration of which may be unacceptable over a relatively slow communication link over a wide area network.
Ⅲ Strong data typing is necessary for support of class instances (object IDs).
Ⅲ We eventually want to explore the possibility of attribute-centric queries. Ensuring the correctness of attribute-centric queries is greatly facilitated by strong typing. We have previously described attribute-centric query in the context of ACT/DB. 15 In some respects, the attribute-centric query problem for scientific data is more complex, because of the existence of numerous classes as opposed to a single ''patient'' class. In other respects, it is simpler, because we do not have a stream of time-stamped values for the same object, unlike a series of laboratory values for the same patient over time.
Seven data-type-specific tables record, respectively, integers, reals, short string,* long string, date/time, binary (to handle BLOBS), and object IDs. The last table EAVObjects, which is doubly related to the Objects table) is essential for allowing objects to become members of other objects, or to let objects associate with each other.
Each EAV table has at least three columns-an Object (Entity) ID, an attribute ID, (which is linked to an Attributes metadata table that is described later), and Value. The EAVBinary and EAVObjects tables have an extra field each, whose functions are described later.
Enumerated Values and Booleans
The EAVInt table in Figure 1 records Boolean values as well as enumerated values (choice sets). The latter are codes that are associated with descriptive phrases, *The maximum length of a ''short string'' depends on the database engine-2,000 characters in Oracle, 8,000 in Microsoft SQL Server 7.0, and 255 in Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 and Sybase. The differences between short and long strings are that the former can be indexed, whereas the latter (which have arbitrary length) cannot be. Also, characters in a short string are stored contiguously on disk, whereas characters in a long string are stored as separate ''blocks,'' possibly on different disk sectors, that are chained together. which are displayed in the user interface as pull-down or scrolling lists. Enumerated values are of two types -nominal and ordinal. Ordinals can be compared for relative magnitude, whereas nominals can be compared only for equality. In pharmacogenetics, an example of an ordinal parameter is the clinical importance of a drug effect in patients with a genetic syndrome-theoretically possible, minor, major, lifethreatening (with the codes 1 to 4, respectively). An example of a nominal parameter is the broad category of site of drug-syndrome interaction-absorption, distribution, target site, metabolism, excretion, or unknown. A Boolean is a special case of an enumerated parameter that takes just two values, True and False.
The definitions of the sets of enumerated values (and the values themselves, with their associated descriptions) are kept in two metadata tables, ChoiceSets and ChoiceSetValues respectively.
The Metadata Tables: Classes and Attributes
In a database's logical schema, classes are analogous to tables and attributes to fields in those tables. In an EAV/CR schema, the Classes and Attributes tables are the most important part of the metadata and contain not only the logical schema description but also information essential to a Web-based user interface. Their structure is illustrated in Figure 2 and is described below.
The Structure of the Classes Table   The Classes table has the following fields. Ⅲ Class name, Description, and a unique Class ID.
Ⅲ EAVFlag (Boolean), indicating whether the class is in stored in EAV or conventional form.
Ⅲ Class Type, Entity or Association. (As discussed later, an association between class instances is itself treated as a class.)
Ⅲ Virtual (Boolean), as discussed earlier.
Ⅲ Inline (Boolean). If a class is contained in another class, then when an object belonging to the ''container'' class is shown in a Web form, the default method for displaying the ''contained'' object is by group.bmj.com on February 23, 2013 -Published by jamia.bmj.com Downloaded from generating a hyperlink. (The hyperlink, which triggers code that retrieves the details of the component object, is appropriate when the component object itself has numerous attributes.) However, if a class has very few fields, the user can be saved a mouse click if the details of the component object are displayed inline, i.e., along with the parent object. Virtual classes are always inline.
The ClassHierarchy Table   The ClassHierarchy table has A long string will always be displayed as a TEXTAREA.) For numbers and dates, the width computation is based on defaults or on the format (see below), if specified.
Ⅲ Format (picture), a data-type-specific string indicating how a value is to be formatted when displayed -e.g., dates may be shown with date and time or date alone, and real numbers may be displayed with a certain number of decimal places.
Ⅲ Searchable (Boolean). If true, it indicates that a field for this attribute should be included in the search form generated by the system to let the user search for objects within a class on complex Boolean criteria.
Ⅲ Computed Formula. Certain attributes may be computed on the basis of the value of other attributes (if they are non-null). This field holds a Javascript template-an expression with placeholders that are replaced by the values of the appropriate attributes during run time.
Ⅲ Virtual Attribute (Boolean). This is applicable only to attributes with computed formulas. If true, this implies that the computed value is shown on screen but not permanently stored in the database. Notice that most attributes, even those based on formulas, are not virtual, because they need permanent storage. Very often, it happens that data are transcribed from another source, where the value of the computed attribute is available but the values of one or more of the attributes used in the computation are not. In such a case, the computed formula on screen would be null, so we must allow overriding during data entry. 17 An example of an array of objects in both our databases is a list of bibliographic citations associated with a single object. The use of simulated NF2 arrays is discussed when we consider the EAV/CR representation of associations.
For multi-instance attributes, we also record Minimum Repeat Count and Maximum Repeat Count, to specify the minimum and maximum number of times this particular attribute must occur. (If not specified, the number of occurrences is indefinite).
Tables to Manage Reciprocal Semantics
Two metadata tables, ReciprocalAttributes and ReciprocalCodes, are used to store reciprocal semantic information when semantic tags are assigned to objects in a relationship. Their function is described later.
Controlling Web Display of Associated Information on an Object
When an object is displayed in a Web page, all the attributes specific to that object's class must be shown. In addition, however, a class can also participate in one-to-many or many-to-many relationships with other classes. Some of these relationships (which are classes in their own right, as discussed later) are important enough that it is useful to display them whenever an object from a given class is displayed. For example, when basic information on a genetic locus (a site on a chromosome responsible for a particular genetic trait) is displayed, one almost invariably wants to look at the variants (alleles) for that locus.
The metadata table ClassPresentationInfo records, for each class, the associated data from other classes that are to be displayed and the order in which these data are to be presented.
EAV/CR and the Management of Relationships (Associations)
In EAV/CR, associations between class instances (objects/entities) are themselves treated as classes. The management of associations is discussed below.
With neuronal data, associations between objects are often N-ary, where N is greater than 2. For example, consider the following information on the neurons of the nigrostriatal pathway (whose function is impaired in parkinsonism). This information is multi-axial; that is, each referenced class of object-receptor, transmitter, neuron, anatomic structure, etc.-represents one axis of the data. One method of representing multi-axial associations, widely employed in business data-warehouse design, is the ''star'' schema. 18, 19 Here a central Facts table, which stores one or more quantitative columns and one or more coded columns, is related many-to-one to multiple Dimension (class) tables. Each class table stores information on entities in a single axis. This design has proved valuable for such tasks as analyzing pharmacy prescription data by generic drug name, class of drug, physician, specialty, and so on. 20 However, in a scientific database, the implementation of star-schema principles needs considerable modification, for several reasons.
Ⅲ The nature of axes varies with the nature of the fact, necessitating multiple fact tables to hold different kinds of facts when a conventional schema is used. The actual number of axes applicable to a particular fact also varies. Many attributes may be null, and others may be irrelevant for certain instances of data. In other words, the data are often sparse.
Ⅲ Certain axes may have multiple object instances. In group.bmj.com on February 23, 2013 -Published by jamia.bmj.com Downloaded from F i g u r e 3 A conventional schema to manage data described in the nigrostriatal neuron example. Even such a small example requires the creation of numerous tables for satisfactory representation. the example, nigrostriatal neurons both receive inputs and generate outputs for multiple neurons. For nervous system data, in fact, most axes are likely to be multivalued. (For example, a single neuron has multiple kinds of receptors on its surface, and many kinds of neurons are known to release more than one neurochemical simultaneously.) In a normalized relational database design, columns of a table must be atomic and not multivalued, so multivalued data must be factored out into separate tables.
Ⅲ Within a single axis, entities may be interrelated, through recursive relationships of the parent-child type. This complicates the process of query because of the need to pre-explode an object instance specified in a query and retrieve all its children prior to scanning of the association data. In the nigrostriatal neuron example, the pars compacta is part of the substantia nigra, which is part of the midbrain. To process a query that asks for anatomic locations of various receptors in the midbrain, all ''child'' anatomic sites in the midbrain would first have to be retrieved and then the association data searched against this set of child sites. This exemplifies a recurring problem in scientific databases; that is, a query specified at a coarser level of granularity must also retrieve facts stored at a finer granularity level. The standard algorithms for this purpose (which involve determining transitive closure) have been well researched for the ''bill of materials problem.'' 21 Limited transitive closure support is part of the forthcoming SQL-3 standard. 22 Hierarchic data occur whether the data are in conventional or EAV form. However, we mention them here because their existence necessarily slows down query speed in comparison with the simple, nonhierarchic data typical of a business-warehouse star schema. (On the other hand, the much smaller size of many scientific databases, compared with business data warehouses, means that speed degradation may not be great enough to affect user ergonomics significantly.)
Handling the Nigrostriate Example with Conventional and EAV/CR Schemas
The conventional relational schema for handling the example data is shown in Figure 3 . Seven tables are involved (two of them being used more than once). Three of these, indicated by a ''Neuron'' prefix, are bridge tables. These bridge tables are needed because, for a given neuronal type, there can be more than one afferent neuron, efferent neuron, neurotransmitter, and receptor. Furthermore, it turns out that two Class tables (Neurotransmitters and Receptors) are physically small (i.e., they have few records) and are likely to remain so, because the numbers of neurotransmitter and receptor molecules are modest. As we start storing different kinds of data, it is not too hard to visualize how the small class tables and bridge tables will proliferate.
One attempt to reduce the number of bridge tables is by using NF2 in a database engine (such as Oracle 8) that permits it. Specifically, each bridge The EAV/CR representation (using the schema shown in Figures 1 and 2 ) is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table  1 shows the metadata for this association class, ''NeuronalInfo.'' (For brevity, it is assumed that classes such as Neurons, Receptors, and Anatomic Locations, have been previously defined.) The attributes NeurotransmitterReleased, ReceptorType, Afferent Neuron and EfferentNeuron are permitted to be multi-instance. The attribute ElectrophysiologicalEffect is defined as an integer, whose values are derived from a choice set (e.g., 1 = Excitatory, 2 = Inhibitory, 3 = Modulates Excitation, and 4 = Modulates Inhibition).
The actual data for ''NigrostriateNeuronInfo'' is shown in Table 2 . For clarity, we have used the attribute name in the attribute column, rather than the ID that is actually stored. One row (electrophysiologic effect) is stored in the EAVInt table, while the rest of the rows are stored in the EAVObjects table. Similarly, we use the names of each object instead of its object ID. (We assume that the data for the D2 receptor, the dopamine molecule, and such have already been created.) While it definitely takes more space than NF2, the EAV/CR representation has the advantage of allowing indexing on the value column.
Names for Entities versus Names for Associations
As stated earlier, in the description of the Objects table, every object has a (preferred) name and description. For objects that are entities, such as ''acetylcholine,'' the name is meaningful. For objects that are associations, however, names are often not very useful. While ''NigrostriateNeuronInfo'' may be meaningful, one is hard-pressed to devise a name for an association with the semantics ''benzaldehyde (an odor molecule) increases cyclic AMP (a second messenger molecule) in catfish (a species) melanophores (a tissue).'' For such associations, such names as are assigned are necessarily artificial (they may even be machine-generated). It is the description field that is all-important, because the semantics of the association can always be described in narrative form.
The Need to Manage Inverse Semantics
In a database, an association between N objects is similar to a miniature semantic network. 23 A semantic network is defined as a directed graph data structure where a set of nodes (vertices)-in this case, the ob-jects-are connected by edges that are assigned semantic labels. ''Directed'' means that an edge from node A to node B is not equivalent to an edge from node B to node A. In the case of a semantic net, the former edge is the semantic inverse (or reciprocal) of the latter. For example, the statement ''Iron absorption is increased by vitamin C'' can also be stated as ''Vitamin C increases the absorption of iron.'' The semantic inverses (indicated by italics) result in the subject and object of the statement being reversed. Some concepts are their own semantic inverse, as when two drugs mutually reduce the absorption of each other.
Controlled-vocabulary semantic tags are extensively used in scientific databases (e.g., the Human Genome Database). Their use is orthogonal to EAV/CR per se. When the only kinds of interobject associations are binary, the same fact can be stored twice (with subject and object reversed). Redundant storage results in faster search speed (this is a well-known example of a ''space-for-time'' tradeoff), and therefore several production databases use it. For example, if a fact were stored only once, both ''subject'' and ''object'' columns would need to be scanned to locate all information on iron. This is because it would not be known, a priori, whether ''iron'' was the subject or the object of any given fact. If however, we stored the fact twice, we would need to inspect only one of the two columns.
For N-ary associations, however, the number of ways to represent the same fact can increase nonlinearly with N. For example, consider the different ways the fact ''Chemical X augments the transformation of substrate Y by enzyme Z'' could be expressed. In such circumstances, it becomes necessary to represent semantic inverses explicitly. Therefore, the EAV/CR metadata have a table (ReciprocalChoiceSets) for this purpose. (Several well-known systems in medical informatics, such as the MED-the Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center Medical Entities Dictionary 24 -also manage semantic inverses.)
In addition to inverse semantic tags, one can also conceive of inverse attributes, especially when objects in an association come from the same class. (This is an artifact of the way databases are designed, with some facts being represented explicitly as semantic tag, and others implicitly and space-efficiently through column/attribute definitions.) In the nigrostriatal neuron example, stating that the nigrostriatal neurons send their output to the (efferent) striatopallidal neurons is the same as stating that the striatopallidal neurons receive their input from the (afferent) nigrostriatal neurons. By explicitly managing definitions of inverse attributes, a query such as ''List the afferents to the striatopallidal neurons'' would correctly translate facts from the nigrostriatal neuron data even though neither striatopallidal nor nigrostriatal neurons are described under the tag ''afferent.'' To summarize, inverse semantic concepts allow associations to be stored just once and permit automatic broadening of queries that are partially based on semantic tags as query criteria.
N-ary Associations as Inverted-file Indexes
While semantic labels impose a rigor on the definition of a given association, the number of possible labels becomes very large in a large and complex domain (such as the nervous system). In many cases, moreover, many semantic edges that connect objects, while necessary for completeness, unnecessarily recapitulate facts of basic biology already known to the database's users. In the previously described benzaldehyde example, the semantic links ''catfish has-a-tissue melanophores'' and ''melanophores contain-a-messenger cAMP'' are uninteresting to a biologist; the only link of interest is that between odor molecule and messenger (''increases''). In such cases, the narrative prose in the association description is more concise than any graphic representation of a semantic net, because uninteresting links can be left unrepresented.
For most database purposes, therefore, the full rigor of semantic nets is generally not required, because we are not performing inferences on the association data. However, retrieval of associations containing one or more objects of interest must be rapid. It is here that the EAVObjects table is useful. To borrow an analogy from text information retrieval (IR), the EAVObjects table can be regarded as an inverted-file index 25 to the narrative prose. The difference between IR indexes and the object IDs that are the values in EAVObjects are that the latter represent a somewhat more rigorous controlled vocabulary (because each object belongs to a specific class).
Implementation Overview
This section gives a brief overview of how the EAV/ CR implementation operates. (We will shortly document our code library in detail and put in on the SEN-SELAB Web site, whose URL is given later.)
The generated code (including Web forms) operates at two levels-the Web server and the Web browser. The Web server component is Active Server Pages (ASP) scripts (generated in the Visual Basic scripting language), which are specific to Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0 and Windows NT. While CGI (common gateway interface) scripts are the older, ''universal'' technology for server-side programming, we have found ourselves considerably more produc-tive with ASP. Also, because ASP files are simply standard HTML files with embedded scripting code, the generated forms can be partly edited and visually enhanced through Web-page design programs, if desired.
Currently, the user interface relies on the latest versions (version 4 and greater) of both Netscape and Microsoft browsers. It makes extensive use of dynamic HTML (through client-side Javascript) to perform tasks such as simple data validation or to allow or deny edits to some fields on the basis of the contents of others. However, in the future, as we add more powerful features, we may be forced to decide how much cross-platform support we are prepared to do. Netscape's implementation of dynamic HTML lags greatly behind Microsoft's, and the two use vastly different (largely incompatible) underlying models, so writing common-denominator client-side code is very difficult, and not always possible. In the ongoing ACT/DB project, from which some of the code was borrowed, we were servicing a restricted set of users and so had mandated a Microsoft browser platform. This was because we needed certain features of Internet Explorer that Netscape Navigator lacked, such as the ability to add or delete rows from HTML tables (which simulate subforms) without making a round trip to the server.
The database engines used are Microsoft Access 97 (for prototyping) and Oracle 7.3 (for SENSELAB production) and Microsoft SQL Server (for the prototype pharmacogenetics system). We have, however, tried to use ANSI-standard SQL rather than vendor-specific syntax to make the code as portable as possible. Where this has not been possible (e.g., Oracle handles dates idiosyncratically), we use ODBC ''escape sequences'' within the SQL. (ODBC, for open database connectivity, is a Microsoft standard for vendor-independent database access.) The ODBC driver that mediates communication between the application and the database automatically translates the escaped strings into vendor-specific code.
Status Report
The SENSELAB unified database is publicly accessible through the Web via the URL http://fondue.med. yale.edu/senselab/. It is focused on various aspects of the olfactory system (a major research focus of Dr. Shepherd's laboratory). The four categories of SENSE-LAB data correspond to the databases that the system originally comprised.
Ⅲ NeuronDB
26 stores data on various neuronal cellsreceptors, neuronal currents and neurotransmitters -and interneuron connectivity.
Ⅲ ModelDB
27 stores computational models of neuronal function.
Ⅲ ORDB (olfactory receptor database) 28 holds amino acids and nucleotide sequences, researcher and laboratory information, and hyperlinks to other Webrelated data.
Ⅲ OdorDB (odors database) stores chemical, biological, and experimental data on odor molecules, neurotransmitters, second messenger molecules, electrophysiologic behavior, and cell types.
In addition, we expect to incorporate neural circuitry data and three-dimensional functional magnetic resonance images of the olfactory cortex. The three-dimensional data in particular will provide a serious test of whether the EAV/CR framework is truly general (or if not, what work needs to be done).
Porting of the contents of these databases was straightforward, although somewhat tedious. (These databases resided within various engines, such as Sybase, Illustra, and Microsoft Access.) We describe the process below.
Ⅲ We first exported the table and column definitions in the individual database schemas into tabular text, which was then imported into the Classes and Attributes tables of Microsoft Access database that contained the EAV/CR schema. Some fields, notably foreign-key fields that referenced other tables, were then manually edited. Duplicate definitions of classes (e.g., the neuron class was defined in more than one database) were manually removed.
Ⅲ Once the metadata were defined, the contents of individual tables in the original databases were then imported into corresponding tables in the Microsoft Access database. At the end of this step, we had a conventional unified schema coexisting with an EAV/CR schema whose EAV data tables were empty.
Ⅲ We then wrote a series of short conversion scripts (incorporating SQL) that reformatted the data into EAV form table by table. Data export was phased. ''Primitive'' classes (which did not contain other classes) were exported first. Unique IDs were assigned to the objects created after loading into the Objects table. These IDs were then referenced, where appropriate, in the next phase, which consisted of importing objects that referred to objects from other classes.
Ⅲ The database was stripped of conventional tables and eventually upsized to Oracle. The prototype pharmacogenetics database contains a very modest set of test data. One reason for exploring pharmacogenetics concurrently with neurobiology was to identify potential problem areas in EAV/CR that implementation for a single domain might not have revealed. (Also, by using an alternative database engine, we were able to consider ways of making database-access code generation vendor-independent.)
Discussion
From a historical perspective, EAV/CR is the inverse of Jeffrey Ullman's universal database (UDB) concept. 29 UDB aims to create the illusion of a single table in a database, thus sparing the user from having to specify intertable joins during ad hoc query. In other words, UDB simulates a simple logical schema in the presence of a complex physical schema. (UDB is somewhat limited, because certain queries, such as those using self-joins, are ambiguous unless explicit joins and aliases are specified. 30 ) EAV/CR representation, on the other hand, simulates a complex logical schema by using a simple physical schema.
The EAV/CR schema overlays a formal object-oriented framework on the basic EAV model, through the definition of classes and the permissible attributes that each class may contain. Scientific databases differ widely in purpose and scope, however, and EAV/CR design is not presented as a panacea. It is necessary to define the kinds of scientific databases for which it appears suited. Ⅲ EAV/CR design is not currently intended to support temporal logic. While time-based signal data are very common in experimental science, their processing is independent of the EAV/CR schema. Relational database management systems (RDBMSs) are not intended to store each point in a signal tracing as an individual record in any case. Most RDBMSs currently treat a signal data file as a binary large object. In other words, the file can be stored and retrieved as a whole, but analysis of its contents is the responsibility of special routines.
(Electronic patient record systems, in contrast, must support temporal logic directly or indirectly. Every parameter recorded for a patient is time-stamped. Medical logic modules 31, 32 often require data on the temporal course of clinical parameters.) Ⅲ EAV/CR design is not intended to directly support the specialized experiments of a particular laboratory that use a specific methodology. While nothing prohibits its use for this purpose, the EAV model offers no special advantages for a logical schema that may not be particularly complex, especially if the application can be built using conventional user-interface technologies with little or no programming. If, however, a laboratory needs to integrate diverse data into a single database, EAV/CR will be useful.
Ⅲ EAV/CR design is especially appropriate for recording summaries of experiments, and is advantageous when experiments involving a variety of different methodologies (in a research consortium, for example) must be summarized. EAV/CR design can similarly be used to record archival or historical data covering various aspects of a particular scientific domain. In all these situations, the ''goodness of fit'' of an EAV/CR solution increases with the number of classes and the interclass or intraclass relationships. With a smaller number of classes (e.g., ten or less) in a schema that is not likely to evolve greatly, EAV/CR design would be overkill, and a conventional design should be used.
The scientific contribution of this paper is the demonstration that, with sufficiently rich metadata, an EAV system is a viable alternative in the planning of certain types of scientific databases. The importance of metadata in various branches of informatics has been progressively growing over the years. RDBMSs record a database's structure (in addition to stored procedure code) in ''system'' metadata tables. These tables perform tasks such as type checking, referential integrity across tables, and field level validation constraints. They are consulted whenever an SQL command is checked for semantic correctness or ambiguity. However, RBDMS system metadata have several limitations. Ⅲ Client-server RDBMSs have traditionally been concerned only with data management and not with the user interface (a task relegated to client software). Consequently, they do not store enough metadata for a complete working application. Furthermore, their system tables are not extensible, and so client-development packages (e.g., PowerBuilder) have had to define their own tables for this purpose. (PowerBuilder pioneered the concept of ''extended attributes,'' such as the visual formatting desired for individual fields.)
Microcomputer DBMSs such as Microsoft Access do store much richer metadata, but thus far the metadata are oriented toward generation of vendor-specific client interfaces rather than Web interfaces. (While Access can generate Web forms, these forms currently make extensive use of client-side ActiveX controls, which can run only on Wintel platforms. Furthermore, the security model of ActiveX is very limited. While client-side ActiveX controls make sense in an intranet setting, many users and system administrators are wary of downloading such controls from a less trustworthy or unknown site across the Internet.)
In any case, for an EAV architecture, system metadata are completely uninformative, since the semantics of the system lie in the contents of the data rather than the structure of the tables and fields. Therefore, any EAV system needs to provide its own metadata. To some extent, creating an EAV framework to do many tasks that a conventional architecture would do automatically-such as type checking and referential integrity-represents wheel reinvention. In circumstances where direct data entry and editing must be supported, however, this is unavoidable and represents part of the price one pays for EAV. (Many EPRSs are able to bypass this issue completely, because their data is bulk-imported from several conventionally structured systems and then changed to EAV form. The imported data have presumably passed the checks that were built into their parent systems.) One of the motivations behind the creation of EAV/CR was that, if generic code could be written for such tasks, one would be saved the trouble of writing tedious and ad hoc code on a case-by-case basis.
Future Directions and Conclusions
The EAV/CR schema is a work in progress. While EAV/CR design incorporates the basic functionality necessary to the creation of a Web-based interface, much remains to be done. Future research will take several directions.
Ⅲ Database developers are increasingly considering standardization of approaches to modeling schemas and metadata. Support appears to be converging on Rational Software's Unified Modeling Language (UML). 34 The specifications for UML are freely available, and it subsumes older methodologies such as entity-relationship modeling. 35 The developer expresses the metadata through diagrams that have a textual equivalent. Computer-assisted design packages such as Visio work with UML diagrams, and several vendors (including Rational Software) sell programs that will convert a UML specification into a database schema. UML is also supported by Microsoft and is used in the Microsoft Repository.
Given that UML may well become a de facto metadata standard, we are actively exploring the possibility of using a UML specification to populate most of the metadata in an EAV/CR database. This would greatly facilitate the automated conversion of existing conventional schemas into EAV/CR equivalents.
Ⅲ We will eventually need to create a query generator for attribute-centric queries. In our experience, most queries to scientific databases are relatively straightforward and are directed toward specific objects of interest (i.e., they are ''object-centric''). The SENSELAB Web site currently lacks attribute-centric query but still provides access to its information quite intuitively. † However, as the scope and volume of data grow, attribute-centric query generation and processing will become important.
Ⅲ As the system grows, it will eventually become necessary to provide tools to search the metadata robustly. One means for doing this is to implement a keywords and synonyms table that allows alternative descriptions or names for classes and attributes. It may also be necessary to provide more than one caption for an attribute (e.g., a brief caption and a long caption), so that one or the other could be used appropriately.
Ⅲ We will need to stress-test the ability of EAV/CR design to deal with larger volumes of data. Our work, as described here, should provide useful guidelines to others who are designing scientific databases, and we invite scientific collaborations from such researchers.
